
PROTOCOLS AND
PROTECTIVE MEASURES

ANTI-COVID

All our spaces and facilities, as well as the different operating processes, adopt anti-covid protocols and measures
of sanitation and disinfection established by the competent health authorities.

 

(+34) 966 729 055
info@lafincaresort.com

lafincaresort.com

AGREEMENT of June 19th of the Council of the Valencian Generalitat, on preventive measures
against Covid-19. [2020/4770]

More information:  www.dogv.gva.es/es/covid-19

CELEBRATIONS AND EVENTS

VENTILATION of the room 
minimum 2 hours
before the event.

LIMITED CAPACITY. INTERPERSONAL DISTANCE 
guaranteed in long and round 

tables.

Máx. 10 Máx. 8

REGULATED distance 
between tables.

 
REDUCED MANIPULATION 

in customer intervention.
PERSONNEL EQUIPPED with 

PPE'S, personal protective 
equipments.

MAXIMUM CAPACITY IN 
TOILETS, distance marks at the 
entrance of them for waiting.

DISCO MOBILE and DJ during 
events will be PROHIBITED

with the aim of avoiding 
situations that cause contagion.



CAPACITY

Swimming pool is not allowed to be used.

OUTDOOR POOL

Not allowed to be used.

DANCE CLUB Suite Lounge

EVENTS ROOMS

Maximum capacity indoors

Dance Floor:

Children's entertainment: Ask for your organization and for
up to 20 people capacity.

El Jardín de Cristal Room 150 people
Olazabal Room 45 people
Ballesteros Room 75 people
Augusta Space 120 people

Dance floors are not allowed for regular use.
In the case that the event is a wedding ceremony, the bride
and groom dance will be allowed.

✖

✔

Maximum capacity indoors 75% and outdoors 100%●
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BANQUET OPERATION

Cocktails, table service and open bar can be made sitting at the table.
The minimum safety distance of 1.5m between clients must be respected at all times.

The use of face mask is mandatory, as long as the client is not sitting at the table and the 
minimum safety distance cannot be maintained.

The personnel that perform the service at the table and at the bar will try to maintain the 
safety distance with the client and will wear a face mask.

Self-service areas such as buffets, candy tables, cocktail food stations, etc. will not be 
allowed.
In the case of a self-service table, an assistance service must be provided, except in the case
of pre-packaged products.

La Finca Resort reserves the right to end the event in case of not complying with the 
security measures and protocols indicated by the authorities.

The organizers must have a list of attendees to the event and available means of contact 
(mobile, mail) complying with the rules of protection of personal data. These lists will be 
made available to the health authorities if they so require.

x


